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Abstract
Recent studies show that news media reporting on immigration can affect public opinion
towards immigrants under certain circumstances and in certain contexts. But is increasing
reporting on immigration in the media environment only related to people’s perception
of problem importance or can it also sway actual immigration attitudes? And if attention
to immigration in the media can increase anti-immigrant sentiment, what immigration
frames contribute the most to this relationship? Using automated quantitative content
analysis of mainstream newspapers in ten European countries between 2002 and 2015 and
seven waves of the ESS, this chapter analyzes the relationship between media reporting
on immigration and three of its associative frames: welfare, Islam and terrorism, and
anti-immigration attitudes of natives. The empirical analyses do not support the notion
that increasing media attention in and of itself affects public opinion, but if immigration
is linked to Islam or terrorism in the media environment it does increase anti-immigrant
sentiment. These effects are stronger for people who are lower educated.
Introduction
Europe is experiencing a backlash in attitudes towards immigration. Increasing support
for more restrictive entry policies and electoral support for anti-immigrant political
parties show that many European natives hold increasingly negative views on immigration
(Meuleman et al. 2009; Rustenbach 2010). The rise in terms of size and influence of
anti-immigrant parties in a number of EU countries, the politics of the refugee crisis
and Brexit show that nativist resentment can increase existing societal differences and
have implications for policy changes down the line. Tied up in these politics are mass
media reporting and its effects on the immigration debate. The role of the media in
the academic debate has become increasingly prominent. Research in this area shows
that media portrayals of migration have an impact on how such nativism evolves and
influences political debate (Haynes et al. 2016). News media are an important vehicle by
which immigration is discussed and viewed (Van Klingeren et al. 2015). Media reporting
might be extensive or cursory and the content of such reporting can entail a number of
different frames related to immigration. These could be scattered among many issues
or a particular news frame could be dominating the media landscape (Roggeband and
Vliegenthart 2007). This raises important and perplexing questions about how media
coverage influences immigration politics.
Recent studies on the role of the media in shaping anti-immigrant sentiment and
support for anti-immigrant political parties provide only partial answers to these
questions (See Eberl et al. 2018 for a helpful literature review). Hajo Boomgaarden and
Rens Vliegenthart (2007) found that media attention to immigration spurred support
for anti-immigrant parties in the Netherlands and that more and negative immigration
news appeared to negatively affect immigration attitudes in Germany (Boomgaarden
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and Vliegenthart 2009; Czymara and Dochow 2018). Studies on Spanish (Igartua and
Cheng 2009; Schlueter and Davidov 2013), Swiss (Schemer 2012), Belgian (Walgrave and
De Swert 2004), British (McLaren et al. 2018) and Danish polities (Van Klingeren et al.
2015) have yielded similar results. Articles in this literature study, for instance, the effects
of media attention on respondents’ perceived issue importance (ibid.) or support for antiimmigrant parties (Walgrave and De Swert 2004). Juan-José Igartua and Lifen Cheng
(2009) and Lauren McLaren et al. (2018) measure the effect of sub-issues, or frames, in
the immigration debate. Studies that measure media effects on actual anti-immigrant
attitudes in a regression analysis (Schlueter and Davidov 2013) and studies that include
more than one country (Van Klingeren et al. 2015) are scarce due to data limitations.
In addition to the effects of media attention and framing on immigration attitudes, there
are still unanswered questions related to how far the current theories and findings can
be taken, both in terms of the level of aggregation and in terms of theoretical stretch: Are
there differences between different framings of immigration? And are there differences
in how lower and higher educated natives perceive or react to this media environment?
From these studies and theories, hypotheses emerge about the relationship between the
size of the immigration issue in the media environment and anti-immigrant sentiment,
developed on country and small-N country comparison level. Can these hypotheses be
tested at the European level? Although European countries have different immigration
histories and different immigrant communities, the Europeanization of immigration
politics, the terrorist threat, and the increasing support for and assertiveness of antiimmigrant parties may cause a similar dynamic of the relationship between news media
and immigration opinions across European countries.
In this chapter, I take a closer look at the relationship between the immigration issue, three
associative frames in the media environment and anti-immigrant sentiment in 10 European
countries between 2002 and 2015, based on an automatic quantitative content analysis and
ESS data (Round 1-7). It is known that news media play an important role when it comes to
informing citizens about societal issues. Increased attention to immigration by news media
increases the salience of the issue on the public agenda. Given the context of migration
in the debate these days, can increasing attention to the immigration issue in the media
environment stimulate anti-immigration attitudes across Europe? Central to the analyses
is the comparison between three important frames in the immigration debate that may
contribute to anti-immigrant sentiment. These immigration frames in media reporting
resemble important immigration related debates in many European countries (Lahav and
Courtemanche 2012; Van der Linden and Jacobs 2017), namely concerns about the welfare
state, loss of native identity to Islam, and terror attacks. Finally, I consider the possibility
that the size of these effects is dependent on citizens’ education level.
The results show that general media reporting on immigration itself across nine European
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countries over 13 years does not have a statistically significant effect on immigration
attitudes, but increasing attention to two of the immigration frames in the media
environment, Islam and terrorism, does seem to be related to anti-immigrant sentiment.
The empirical patterns are in line with Lauren McLaren and Mark Johnson’s (2007)
findings and suggest that anti-immigrant attitudes are better explained by immaterial
anxieties than by concerns about personal resources. The effects are stronger for lower
educated citizens than for higher educated citizens. Media stories in which immigration
is linked to Islam and terrorism are literally and figuratively speaking bad news for
support for the reception of immigrant populations in Europe.
Media attention to immigration
The press plays a crucial role in society by informing the public about issues they care
about. News media are an important source of information for people about issues such
as the economy and immigration, because people do not always experience societal
developments first-hand (Demers et al. 1989). If they do not happen to be living in a
neighborhood which just has undergone diversification, people do not know that
immigration in the country is increasing. The power of news media to influence the
public’s thinking has been at the center of many studies in communication science.
Recently, media effect studies have shown that news media not only have a direct effect
on their viewers or readers, but the information environment also has collective effects
on public opinion in general (Boomgaarden and Vliegenthart 2009; Jerit et al. 2006).
Journalistic customs and culture, the use of content from big news agencies, and followups on ongoing stories lead to a large overlap between the issues different media outlets
cover (Shoemaker and Reese 2014). In this intermedia agenda setting, newspapers are still
seen as leading, influencing television news more strongly than vice versa (Vliegenthart
and Walgrave 2008). Through all kinds of news channels, social media or interactions
with other people, the public knows about the top stories in the information environment
(Peter 2004; Schmitt-Beck 2003). Through these channels, shifts in the attention to issues
and their framing in the news environment can cause broad shifts in public opinion.
One of the ways in which news media can affect public opinion is through agenda setting.
Agenda setting refers to the transfer of salient issues from the media agenda to the public
agenda. According to the agenda setting theory, the more salient an issue becomes in the
news, the more important that issue becomes to the public (Cohen 1963, 13; Iyengar and
Kinder 1987; McCombs and Shaw 1972). Issues with a lot of traction in the news become
more accessible in the memory of the people. In the case of the immigration issue, some
studies take the effect of issue salience a step further and hypothesize that media attention
to immigration not only increases the importance of that issue to the public, but can
also affect people’s opinion on an issue (Boomgaarden and Vliegenthart 2009; Czymara
and Dochow 2018; McLaren et al. 2018; Van Klingeren et al. 2015). A limitation of these
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studies is that it is ambiguous whether the MIP question, or the measure of concern about
immigration, which these studies use as their dependent variable, is measuring issue
importance or concern or to what extent the issues are actually seen as a problem (Miller
2007; Wlezien 2005). The question remains if these dependent variables actually measure
issue positions on migration.
There are two theories for why in case of immigration, media attention does not only
increase issue importance, but also increases anti-immigrant sentiment. The first argues that
news reports on immigration inherently emphasize in-group and out-group differences,
which increases anti-immigration attitudes (Boomgaarden and Vliegenthart 2009, 518).
The second states that constant negative depiction of immigrant groups, for instance by
linking them to violence and crime, causes the public to be negatively primed in such a way
that citizens become more anti-immigration if immigration is more in the news (Dunaway
et al. 2010, 361-362). To assess if either one of these theories could be correct and to verify
whether it is possible to draw conclusions about anti-immigration attitudes from agendasetting research, it is important to measure the effects of media attention on immigration
attitudes. This leads to the first hypothesis of this chapter:
H3: Increased attention to immigration in the media environment has a positive effect on
anti-immigrant attitudes.
Associative frames: welfare, Islam and terrorism
To communicate clear-cut news and conform to the space restrictions of newspapers,
journalists are required to package, or frame, their messages, to highlight certain issues
and ignore others. This has implications for the way the public perceives the issue (Nelson
et al. 1997; Scheufele 1999) and even for their voting behavior (Caliendo and McIlwain
2006; Iyengar et al. 1984). Framing has been defined and operationalized in many ways,
depending mainly on theoretical considerations, but also on methodological and data
limitations (Matthes 2009 provides a helpful overview of the utilization of framing).
I follow Wouter van Atteveldt et al.’s (2005) notion of associative frames, where issues
are given meaning by the relative strength of the association to other issues, actors,
and attributes in the media (Ruigrok and Van Atteveldt 2007; Schultz et al. 2012). This
relates to the first part of Robert Entman’s (1993, 5) famous framing definition. Entman
(ibid.) uses the term “problem definition” for the first instance in which media frames
are created. William Gamson and Andre Modigliani (1987, 376) see frames as “a central
organizing idea or story line that provides meaning to an unfolding strip of events,
weaving a connection among them. The frame suggests what the controversy is about,
the essence of the issue….”
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An issue can be defined by linking the issue to another problem society is dealing with.
This associative pattern gives meaning to the issue. For instance, the issue of traffic jams
can be described (among others) in terms of mobility, economy, or environmental threat.
Choosing one associative pattern over another is important for the way the public defines
the problem. The most (recently) used problem definitions are easiest accessible when
asked about the subject matter and can steer opinion on the problem in a certain direction.
Vincent Price and David Tewksbury (1997, 184) explain this mechanism elegantly:
Behind issue framing is the notion that, by formulating public choices in different
terms, media messages can put people in mind of very different considerations
when they think about public issues and decide their opinions. (…) media messages
can help determine what knowledge is activated and, once activated, presumably
used when people are called on to make politically relevant judgments.
This mechanism can play out in acute ways when a person reads about how immigration is
a threat to a certain other issue and changes his/her opinion slightly (Iyengar 1991; Nelson
et al. 1997), but could also work in more subtle ways over longer stretches of time, moving
public opinion slightly more to the anti-immigrant spectrum. For instance, Martin Gilens
(1995, 1996) shows how in the US the politics of the welfare state over longer periods of
time have become racialized by continuously presenting black people as “the undeserving
poor” in the media, which not only feeds racial stereotypes, but also erodes welfare state
support.
One of the most prominent debates in explaining anti-immigrant sentiment is the question
as to whether this sentiment is economically or culturally motivated. In the late 1999s
and early 2000s the popular reason for why mainly lower educated natives are against
immigration was that they are in economic competition. If immigrants take jobs that
natives could have done or are perceived as a burden on the welfare state, lower educated
natives are materialistically motivated in their anti-immigrant sentiment (Mayda 2006;
O’Rourke and Sinnott 2006; Scheve and Slaughter 2001). This theory has been challenged
in more recent years. Jens Hainmueller is one of its major critics. In studies together
with Michael Hiscox (2007) and Daniel Hopkins (2014), he claims that anti-immigrant
sentiment is not predominantly driven by personal economic motivation, but rather by
sociotropic and cultural concerns.
Negative externalities of immigration apparent in the media debate across European
countries can be divided in different ways and relate to different concerns of natives.
Besides economic concerns over immigration, the debate focusses on cultural aspects of
immigration and even on security issues (Lundgren 2014, 37-42). It is therefore relevant to
study immigration frames related to those broader debates in the media environment to
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determine if and to what extent they are related to immigration attitudes. The first frame
concerns welfare and tries to reflect the negative economic externality debate related to
immigration (Boomgaarden and Vliegenthart 2007, 409; Citrin et al. 1997). It is assumed
that natives are afraid immigrants will pose a burden on the welfare state (Citrin et al.
1997). There is no consensus on whether this is actually the case, but it is an important
reason for people to oppose immigration. Media reporting on immigration in economic
terms could potentially stir up personal economic anxieties or more general concerns
about the sustainability of the welfare state, leading to anti-immigrant sentiment. I
therefore hypothesize:
H4: Increased attention to the immigration-welfare frame in the media environment has a
positive effect on anti-immigrant attitudes.
The second frame covers the presence of Muslim communities in Christian dominated
countries and tries to relate this to nationalist anguish over cultural dilution (Sniderman
and Hagedoorn 2007). Natives’ worries relate to newcomers bringing their own traditions,
religion, and customs and changing society with their different behavior and language.
An increase in the importance of immigration in the media with an emphasis on cultural
or religious differences could function as a reminder of the fear of loss of the natives’
culture and thus increase anti-immigrant feelings (Domke et al. 1999; Espenshade and
Calhoun 1993; Sniderman and Hagedoorn 2007). The countries that form the sample of
this chapter are all predominantly Christian and in many of them there have been debates
on the integration of Muslims in their communities. Issues such as headscarves worn in
public schools or by government officials and the building of new mosques with minarets
have led to controversies in European societies, making Islam the center of the debate
about national identity (Betz and Meret 2009). Accentuating cultural differences between
the in-group and the out-group in media reporting can increase worries of cultural
dilution and spur anti-immigrant sentiment. Lauren McLaren and Mark Johnson (2007)
found that on a personal level, fears about the loss of identity by a perceived increase of
Islam in the United Kingdom is a strong predictor of anti-immigrant sentiment in that
country. H5 therefore states:
H5: Increased attention to the immigration-Islam frame in the media environment has a
positive effect on anti-immigrant attitudes.
The third frame is terrorism and reflects security worries possibly related to immigration
in the media environment. (Brader et al. 2008; Das et al. 2009; Esses et al. 2002). The fear
of bringing terrorism into the country through immigration has become an argument
for a more restrictive border policy, especially after 9/11. The bombers from the 2005
London terrorist attack were mostly British citizens, but born to Pakistan immigrants.
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The killer of Dutch filmmaker Theo van Gogh, Mohammed Bouyeri, was an Amsterdamborn second-generation Moroccan immigrant. The two main suspects from the Charlie
Hebdo shooting in Paris in 2015 were second-generation Algerian immigrants. The
Madrid bombings are presumed to have been carried out by al-Qaida with connections
to European terrorist cells, but there is no clearly established immigrant link. As these
examples show, the distinction between migrant terrorists and terrorist attacks committed
by citizens (with or without migrant backgrounds) is an important one to make, however,
this distinction becomes blurred in the debate about terrorism, in the media and/or in
people’s minds. Several experiments have shown that news stimulating personal physical
fears has the strongest effect and can invoke prejudice against out-groups and increase
anti-immigrant attitudes (Das et al. 2009; Greenberg et al. 1990; Igartua and Cheng
2009). I hypothesize:
H6: Increased attention to the immigration-terrorism frame in the media environment has
a positive effect on anti-immigrant attitudes.
There is no reason to expect that the effects of the three different frames are evenly strong.
In fact, Gallya Lahav and Marie Courtemanche (2012) have conducted an experiment in
which they compared the reactions of their respondents to the different frames and found
that the article with the security cue had the strongest positive effect on anti-immigration
opinion. They showed that this hierarchy is likely due to the universal nature of public
security. Whereas some people believe the country is culturally enriched by immigration
or may profit economically from immigration caused by labor mobility, if immigration
is related to public safety, even people who are pro-immigration change their opinion on
the issue to a more negative stance. A similar experiment by Meta van der Linden and
Laura Jacobs (2017) showed that both the security and the cultural frame had a stronger
effect on perceived intergroup threat than the economic frame.
Education level
So far, the focus of this study has been on average relationships between attention to and
framing of immigration in the media environment and anti-immigrant sentiment, not
taking into account that this relationship might play out differently for certain groups of
people. One of the strongest predictors of anti-immigrant sentiment is education level.
Christian Schemer (2012) found in his experiment that well-informed people are harder
to influence by media messages about immigration. On average, lower educated natives
are more anti-immigration than higher educated natives (Dustmann and Preston 2007;
Scheve and Slaughter 2001; Sides and Citrin 2007). There are good reasons to expect
that the effects of changes in the media environment have a more negative impact on
people with a low education level compared to people with a high education level. In an
economic sense, lower educated natives are in more direct competition with immigrants
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compared to higher educated natives over jobs and over social benefits (Citrin et al. 1997;
Finseraas et al. 2016). When it comes to the immaterial side of migration, it is known that
higher educated natives are generally more cosmopolitan than lower educated natives
and may be less negatively triggered when the media debate about immigration, welfare,
Islam and terrorism increases than their lower educated counterparts (Igarashi and Saito
2014; Sniderman and Hagedoorn 2007). This leads to the final hypothesis of this chapter:
H7: The positive effect of increased attention to and framing of immigration in the media
environment on anti-immigrant attitudes is stronger for natives with a low education level
compared to natives with a high education level.
Data and Method
Ten European countries form the sample: Austria, Denmark, France, Germany, Ireland,
Italy, the Netherlands, Spain, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom. Unfortunately,
the LexisNexis media archive does not provide complete data of all the newspapers in
all the countries of interest over the research period. The countries were selected based
on data availability, but the sample reflects variation in terms of geographical location
(the British Isles, Western European, Scandinavian, Southern European), immigration
history and patterns, and the presence of anti-immigrant parties. The sample consists
only of net-immigration countries. Given the Europeanization of immigration policy
and the increasing support for anti-immigrant parties in most European countries, it
is important to study whether there are patterns in the media and public debate that are
similar across the different, but merging contexts. Even for countries that are not part
of the Schengen area, such as Ireland and the United Kingdom, European policies are
relevant to their entry, because some migrants entering from Southern Europe try to make
their way through France to the United Kingdom. Although not all European countries
are included, the sample is currently the most extensive available for immigration-related
news.
The data used for this chapter is a combination of seven waves of the ESS between
2002 and 2015 (Round 1-7), original measures of media attention to and framing of
immigration, and country level data on unemployment (World Bank 2015), GDP, and
the percentage of foreign-born population (both OECD 2015a, 2015b). Although the ESS
waves are published bi-annually, based on the interview date of individual responses it
is possible to match the ESS data with the newspaper measures of a particular country
on a monthly basis. The data is not a true panel, but aggregated repeated cross-sectional.
The unit of analysis is individuals within a country/month. Anti-immigrant attitudes are
measured on an individual level by scaling three questions that measure the respondents’
opinion on immigration on a 0-10-point scale: “Would you say it is generally bad or good
for [country]’s economy that people come to live here from other countries?,” “Would you
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say [country]’s cultural life is generally undermined or enriched by people coming to live
here from other countries?,” and “Is [country] made a worse or a better place to live by
people coming to live here from other countries?”8 (alpha = 0.85) (ESS Round 1-7). The
questions are consistently phrased in all countries and waves of the ESS and get to the
most general sense of attitudes towards immigrants by the public.9
For the media measures I collected all newspaper articles available in the LexisNexis
archive of one leading mainstream newspaper per country containing synonyms and
related terms to immigration.10 For each country I tried to sample the newspaper with the
largest circulation. The following titles form the sample: Die Presse (Austria), Le Monde
(France), Die Welt (Germany), The Irish Times (Ireland), La Stampa (Italy), De Volkskrant
(Netherlands), El Pais (Spain), Tages-Anzeiger (Switzerland), and The Guardian (United
Kingdom).11 If there was more than one option I chose a mainstream liberal newspaper
over a mainstream conservative newspaper or a tabloid.12 I have a few reasons for this.
Research on the Dutch case shows that different outlets largely follow the same framing
trends (Roggeband and Vliegenthart 2007). The differences between the frames are in
line with the presumed political leaning of the newspaper (ibid., 543). Stephanie Fryberg
et al. (2012) compared the framing of immigration in US newspapers and found that the
liberal and conservative outlets cover the issue in surprisingly similar ways. By a margin,
conservative newspapers made more use of the ‘immigrants are a threat’ frame (ibid.,
106). Lauren McLaren et al. (2018) point out that conservative or right-wing titles tend to
be more negative about immigration and negative news tends to have stronger effects on
public opinion than positive news. For this study, I am interested in a proxy for the size
of the immigration issue and framing in the media environment, not in the tone of the
reporting. Finally, mainstream liberal newspapers contain relatively more political news
than tabloids, which often focus more on sports and entertainment. Mainstream liberal
newspapers provide a sense better of the serious political and societal debates, relative to
other news. The newspaper articles were uploaded to the Amsterdam Content Analysis
Toolkit (AMCAT) for automatic content analysis (Van Atteveldt, 2008).

8

“Don’t know” is coded as missing.

9

I included the specific question on immigration that matches the frame as robustness check.
Before the analysis, duplicate articles, a known problem of working with LexisNexis data, have been removed using

10

automated deduplication.
11

For Switzerland, the first 16 months of the research period media data is unavailable; for Austria the first 28 months are

missing from the database.
12

Die Welt is considered a conservative newspaper rather than a liberal newspaper. Die Welt, however, was the only available

major German newspaper.
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The framing measures are the number of articles containing a word from the welfare,
Islam, or terrorism frame within a 15-word proximity to a synonym for immigration
or immigrants.13 An overview of the search terms is provided in Table 3.1. The 15-word
proximity should ensure immigration is not just mentioned in the same article as its
frame, but actually related to it in the same sentence or paragraph. Setting the distance
between words too short (< 5) risks leaving out too many relevant articles, whilst a too large
words distance (> 50) would sample too many irrelevant newspaper articles. After several
sampling rounds and validity checks, 15 words appeared to be the optimal distance.
The search terms were intentionally kept basic to keep the measure comparable and
translatable across countries and contexts and to avoid false negatives in the sample. For
instance, terms related to the origin country of migrants are excluded, because words like
“foreigners”, “Poles” or “Turks” do not always relate to immigrants and should therefore
be excluded. Articles that mention foreigners or people with a different nationality in the
context of immigration usually also use words specific to migrants, according to my data
check. Not including these words reduces the number of false positives in the data. I have
no reason to believe that any relevant articles I might have missed because of this would
cause a bias in the data. The different frames and immigration often fall nicely within the
same sentence or paragraph and my validity check shows that of a random sample of 100
articles that mention the immigration-welfare problem in Western countries, between
79 and 89 articles are relevant, depending on how articles are counted. For Islam, the
accuracy is between 83 and 97 and for terrorism it is between 71 and 82. To make sure
the Islam frame is separate from the terrorism frame and to avoid conceptual overlap, the
articles containing synonyms for Islam are only counted for the Islam frame if they do
not contain synonyms for terrorism.

13

See Appendix 3.1 for search strings in other languages.
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Table 3.1: Overview of the search terms (English)
Concept

Search string

Immigration

immigr* OR migrat* OR migrant* OR refuge* OR alien OR “asylum
seeker*”

Welfare frame

“(welfare OR benefits OR beneficia- OR “social policy” OR “social spend-”
OR “social provision-” OR “social program-” OR “social security” OR “social
insurance”) AND (<immigration search string>)”~15 NOT ageing

Islam frame

“(islam* OR muslim* OR mosque OR headscarf OR hijab OR burka OR
niqab OR sharia) AND (<immigration search string>)”~15 NOT (terror* OR
radical* OR jihad* OR extremis*)

Terrorism frame

“(terror* OR radical* OR jihad* OR extremis*) AND (<immigration search
string>)”~15

Newspaper articles are counted if they contain one or more of the frames.14 The number
of articles per month per newspaper containing the frame is divided by the total number
of articles in that month per newspaper, to measure the relative importance of the frame
in relation to the total news supply. My expectation is that the effect of a news peak does
not suddenly disappear after a month, but fades over a couple of months (Lundgren 2014).
The baseline models contain a weighted moving average, counting the same month of
the interview double, one month prior to the interview as one, and two months prior
divided by two, building on previous aggregate media effect studies (Boomgaarden and
Vliegenthart 2009, 535; Dearing and Rogers 1996, 68). Robustness tests include weighted
moving average of half a year and without moving average measures.
The attention to and framing of immigration in the media environment is expected to, at
least partly, reflect actual developments in society. Increasing immigration, unemployment,
or terrorist attacks can motivate journalists to write stories on the negative externalities
of immigration and the public to think more negatively about immigration (Finseraas et
al. 2016; Van Hauwaert and English 2018). Apart from merely following societal trends,
news media have their own dynamic (Jacobs et al. 2018), for instance, concentrating on
certain moral panics or media hypes (Vasterman 2005). To control for relevant real-world
developments I use immigration size as the yearly percentage of foreign-born population
lagged by one year, unemployment lagged by one year, and a dummy for whether or not
14

Articles are not weighted by the number of times a frame appears in the article, the place of the frame in the article, article

length, or the place of the article in the newspaper, because this information was not consistent across countries and time.
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the country experienced a terrorist attack in the previous year in the models.15 On the
individual level, I control for respondents’ personal characteristics, such as age, gender,
education, personal welfare state dependence, and political left or right leaning. I also
hold ‘news attentiveness’ constant, measured by how often the respondent watches the
news, to focus on the media environment’s effect instead of the possible omitted variable
of people being more or less interested in the news altogether.
The statistical models used in the analyses are all multilevel random intercept models,
with robust standard errors and the country and ESS wave as the grouping variables.
With a few countries missing from some waves of the ESS and other countries having
the surveys of an ESS wave spread over two or more months, the number of countries/
months of the baseline models is 55. The country/months contain an average of 1,463
respondents, 80,477 in total.
Findings and interpretation
The development of the different frames over time shows separate but similar patterns
(see Figure 3.1). There is a peak of attention to all the frames in 2002 and a clear peak
of the Islam frame in 2010, after which all the frames drop around 2011. From 2012 the
attention to all frames increases to their highest spike in 2015. This can be explained by
the European refugee crisis, which in five of the nine countries received the most media
attention in 2015. The overlap in the trend between the three frames is partly due to the
fact that they are part of the general immigration issue and newspaper articles often show
different sides of a story. The immigration and the three frames show varied correlations
with each other. The strongest correlation is between general immigration news and
the terrorism frame (r = 0.67) and the weakest between the welfare frame and the Islam
frame (r = 0.32). Between countries there are also some interesting differences in the
focus of the immigration debate. In six of the ten countries, Austria, Denmark, France,
Germany, Italy, and Spain, the terrorism frame is dominant. In the United Kingdom,
Ireland, and Switzerland the welfare frame is on average the most pervasive and Islam is
only dominant in the Netherlands.

15

The terrorist attacks that are included are: train bombings Madrid (March 2004), Theo van Gogh murder Amsterdam

(November 2004), London metro/bus bombings (July 2005), and Charlie Hebdo attack Paris (January 2005).
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Figure 3.1: Average monthly number of newspaper articles per frame per year

The average immigration opinion of the respondents across the sampled countries
and years is 4.7, meaning that on a 0-10-point scale, people are on average near neutral
towards immigration over all the countries and ESS waves. As Figure 3.2 shows, between
2003 and 2013 in Austria, France, and Switzerland, citizens became increasingly negative
about immigration. In Denmark, Germany, the Netherlands, and Spain, people were less
negative about the issue in 2013 than in 2003. Although in the other countries there does
not seem to be a great difference between the two time points, there is variation on the
dependent variable, albeit marginal.
Figure 3.2: Average anti-immigrant sentiment per country in 2003 and 2013

Source: ESS round 1, 2, 6, 7
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The regression models for the effects of attention to and framing of immigration in
the media environment on immigration attitudes are presented in Table 3.2. The first
model shows the effect of mere media attention; model 2 to model 4 show the effects
of attention to the specific welfare, Islam, and terrorism frames. Model 1 displays no
statistical support for the claim that increasing attention to immigration in the news
has an effect on immigration attitudes. The regression coefficient is negative, but very
small and insignificant. I do not find support for H3, the positive effects of media salience
on anti-immigrant sentiment found by Hajo Boomgaarden and Rens Vliegenthart
(2009) and Lauren McLaren et al. (2018), or the negative effects found by Johanna
Dunaway et al. (2010), on a European level between 2002 and 2015. Besides a contextspecific explanation, there is a difference in operationalization. The mentioned studies
operationalized immigration attitudes by the MIP question. By focusing on the problem
part of the question, they justified the proxy for anti-immigrant sentiment. This may be
a problematic measure. Some respondents may focus on the words “most important”,
which emphasizes agenda setting rather than changing opinions about an issue, rather
than focusing on “problem” (Miller 2007, 693). I find no support for extending the agendasetting theory to also influence actual public opinion in the immigration debate.
Table 3.2: Regression direct effects of media attention to and framing of immigration
on anti-immigrant attitude
DV: Anti-immigrant attitude		 (1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Attention to immigration

.02
(.03)
.01

-.02
(.03)
-.02

-.02
(.03)
-.02

-0.05
(0.04)
-.03

B .01
Std. error (.03)
Beta .01

Welfare frame
			
-.14			
.03
			(.29)			(.24)
			-.01			-.00
Islam frame
				
.71**		
.66**
				(.25)		(.24)
				.02		.02
Terrorism frame
					
.70†
.64†
					(.37)
(.37)
					.03
.03
Education level
		 -.29***
-.29***
-.29***
-.29***
-.29***
		
(.01)
(.01)
(.01)
(.01)
(.01)
		
-.19
-.19
-.19
-.19
-.19
Subjective income
		 -.23***
-.23***
-.23***
-.23***
-.23***
		
(.02)
(.02)
(.02)
(.02)
(.02)
		
-.09
-.09
-.09
-.09
-.09
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Social benefits recipient		
.01
		
(.05)
		
.00
Unemployed		
.07
		
(.05)
		
.01

.01
(.05)
.00
.07
(.05)
.01

.01
(.05)
.00
.07
(.05)
.01

.01
(.05)
.00
.07
(.05)
.01

.01
(.05)
.00
.07
(.05)
.01

Social class		-.09***
		
(.01)
		
-.11
Age		
.01***
		
(.00)
		
.06
Religiousness		
-.05***
		
(.00)
		
-.07
Rural		
.19***
		
(.02)
		
.05
Female		
.21***
		
(.02)
		
.05
News attentiveness		-.06***
		
(.01)
		
-.04
Left-right scale		
.18***
		
(.01)
		
.17
Key event the past year		.36***
		
(.07)
		
.03
Country’s unemployment		
-.00
		
(.01)
		
.04
Percentage foreign born		
-.02**
		
(.01)
		
.1
Constant		6.05***
		
(.22)

-.09***
(.01)
-.11
.01***
(.00)
.06
-.05***
(.00)
-.07
.19***
(.02)
.05
.21***
(.02)
.05
-.06***
(.01)
-.04
.18***
(.01)
.17
.36***
(.07)
.03
-.00
(.01)
.04
-.02**
(.01)
.1
6.03***
(.23)

-.09***
(.01)
-.11
.01***
(.00)
.06
-.05***
(.00)
-.07
.19***
(.02)
.05
.21***
(.02)
.05
-.06***
(.01)
-.04
.17***
(.01)
.17
.35***
(.07)
.03
-.00
(.01)
.04
-.02**
(.01)
.1
6.08***
(.22)

-.09***
(.01)
-.11
.01***
(.00)
.06
-.05***
(.00)
-.07
.19***
(.02)
.05
.21***
(.02)
.05
-.06***
(.01)
-.04
.18***
(.01)
.17
.33***
(.07)
.02
-.00
(.01)
.04
-.02**
(.01)
.11
6.08***
(.22)

-.09***
(.01)
-.11
.01***
(.00)
.06
-.05***
(.00)
-.07
.19***
(.02)
.05
.21***
(.02)
.05
-.06***
(.01)
-.04
.17***
(.01)
.17
.32***
(.07)
.02
-.00
(.01)
.04
-.02**
(.01)
.1
6.11***
(.23)

Total N (Observations)		
80,477
Group N (Number of groups)		
55
Log lik.
		 -.00
Chi-squared
		 3177.03.

80,477
55
-.00
317.31.

80,477
55
-.00
3902.865

80,477
55
-.00
332.802

80,477
55
-.00
3997.469

Note: † p < .1, * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001

The results of the welfare frame are also statistically insignificant, but, surprisingly, the
regression coefficient is negative. The expectation was that because of the (perceived)
negative economic consequences of immigration, associating the welfare state with
migration in the news would incite negative feelings about immigration, but I find no
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evidence supporting this claim. This null result of H4 is even more surprising, because
although the welfare frame is less important in the news than the terrorism frame, it
is still a common theme in immigration-related news and even the dominant frame
between 2012 and 2014 (see Figure 3.1). Also, the economic component of immigration
receives a great deal of scholarly attention (Huber and Espenshade 1997; Martin 2000).
In contrast to the results of general attention to immigration or the welfare frame, the
Islam frame does show a statistically significant (p < .01) effect on immigration attitudes,
supporting H5. The coefficient is positive, thus if the relative attention to immigration
related to Islam in the news environment increases, this is expected to increase antiimmigrant attitudes. Attention to the terrorism frame in the media environment also
shows a positive effect on immigration attitudes, with a similar regression coefficient, but
a noticeably higher p-value, only statistically significant at the .1 level (H6). In the light
of the null results for salience and the welfare frame, this means that citizens seem more
worried about the cultural and security (i.e. immaterial) consequences of immigration
than about immigration in general or its economic externalities. Thus, the specific frame
that is related to immigration in the news environment seems to be relevant for the
effect of media attention to immigration on citizens’ immigration opinion and Islam or
terrorism are the frames that incite anti-immigrant sentiment most strongly.
Establishing and showing the effect sizes to numbers of articles in this study is a delicate
exercise. The effect sizes of the relative media attention to and framing of immigration
not easily translatable to a number of newspaper articles. The media measures in this
study are seen as a proxy for the information environment and the percentages of articles
containing an immigration-related frame are relative media attention scores on a monthly
basis. However, based on the standardized coefficients and compared to some of the
control variables, it seems that the effect of this proxy of Islam and terrorism frames in the
information environment is quite small. Across the full range of the amount of attention
to Islam frames, anti-immigrant sentiment increases with .39 on the 0-10 scale, the model
predicts, as displayed by the marginal effects plot in panel A of Figure 3.3. For terrorism
frames this is .94, panel B shows. As both figures show, the data is skewed, with relatively
low media attention scores most of the time and a few outliers that represent news peaks
or hypes, which do not happen very often. The predicted effect of one standard deviation
below and above the average of Islam frame is only .09 and for terrorism frame .13, which
comes closer to the regular news waves. For some time, media effects studies have been
cautious about not overstating the influence of news media on public opinion after the
hypodermic needle models of the 1920s and 1930s (Scheufele and Tewksbury 2007, 10). I
would reiterate the existence, but marginal power of news environment effects on public
opinion and add that differences in effects and effect sizes can be found depending on the
framing.
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Figure 3.3: Marginal effects of Islam and terrorism frames on anti-immigrant attitude
A

B

The individual level control variables support the findings of previous research (Brenner
and Fertig 2006; Mayda 2006, 513). Throughout the models, they support the notion that
respondents who are higher educated, who have a higher income or social class, and/or
who are more religious are more positive about immigration. Respondents who are more
dependent on social benefits, unemployed, older, live in a rural environment, are female,
and/or politically right-wing leaning have a more negative opinion on immigration. Of
the real-world developments, whether the country experienced a terrorist attack in the
past year is a factor in explaining anti-immigrant attitudes. The percentage of immigrants
living in a country also has a positive effect on anti-immigration attitudes, implying that
more immigration leads to less positive views on immigration. National unemployment
also has a statistically significant positive effect on anti-immigrant sentiment. The
most eye-catching result of the control variables is the effect of news attentiveness on
immigration attitudes. The effects are consistently negative and significant, which means
that people who follow the news tend to hold more positive opinions about immigration,
even though the two significant framing measures seem to increase anti-immigrant
sentiment. A possible explanation is that people who follow the news more closely grasp
more of the nuances of the immigration debate than people who follow the news less. More
information could lead to more sympathy towards migrants: what Hajo Boomgaarden
and Rens Vliegenthart call the “extended contact hypothesis” (2009, 535). Although news
attentiveness as a control variable shows a statistically significant result, the effects of the
frames are not conditional on how much respondents follow the news. Models interacting
the media measures with the news attentiveness variable show no significant effect (see
Appendix 3.2).
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To assess whether the effects of the media environment play out differently depending
on respondents’ education level, I analyze interaction models. The analyses of interaction
effects in a regression table do not show whether it is the theoretical independent
variable or the interaction term that drives the result. To show at what education level
the media frames play a role and at what level of media framing education plays a role,
both specifications (i.e. media measures as IV and education level as IV) are relevant for
the interpretation, as reported in Figure 3.4, panel A-D (see Appendix 3.3 for regression
tables). The results of the interactions between mere media attention to immigration
and education on the one hand and both the welfare and the Islam frame and education
on the other on immigration attitudes are not statistically significant. Although the
interaction results for the Islam frame and education level on anti-immigrant attitudes
are not statistically significant, this is mainly due to the variance in the bottom and the
top categories of education level; Education level groups 2-4 are significant (see panel
A). The coefficients are positive, which indicate that lower educated natives respond
stronger to a news environment in which Islam is more often linked to immigration than
do their higher educated counterparts. The results of the terrorism frame interaction
with education are statistically significant at the .05 level in the direction that the effects
are stronger for the lower educated natives compared to for higher educated natives (see
panel B). The point estimate plots of both the Islam and the terrorism frames interacted
with education level show that the slopes of the groups for lower educated people (score
1) are steeper than the ones for higher educated people (score 5), supporting H7 for
the terrorism frame and partly for the Islam frame (panels C and D). Higher educated
natives, who are relatively less anti-immigration in the first place also seem to be (slightly)
less affected by increasing attention to Islam or terrorism related immigration news. This
could potentially lead to the polarization of opinion.
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Figure 3.4: Marginal effects of interaction between education level and Islam and
terrorism frame on anti-immigrant attitude
A

B

C

D

Robustness
In composing the measurements of the variables and the statistical models, I have made
a number of choices that may potentially influence the results, based on what I consider
more suitable for answering the research questions and testing the hypotheses. To explain
some of these divisions and assess their impact on the results, I include Table 3.3, with seven
different iterations of my main results containing different specifications of the variables or
the statistical model. In specification A, I used fixed effects models instead of the random
intercept models of the baseline. The results are slightly weaker, both in terms of the
strength of the coefficients and the significance, but they largely hold. For the second test, I
replaced the mainstream liberal newspaper with the highest circulation for a conservative
newspaper where available. For France I was able to include Le Figaro, for the Netherlands
De Telegraaf, and for the United Kingdom The Daily Mail. The results do not pass this
robustness test. This is probably caused by the fact that these conservative newspapers and
tabloids report less on political issues such as immigration and more on entertainment
and sports. This affects the variance of the variable and probably the outcome of the
regressions. For specification C I did not use the constructed anti-immigrant sentiment
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variable as the dependent variable, but instead only the one survey question that comes
closest to a particular immigration frame. In case of the Islam frame, I used the coding
question on whether immigration culturally enriches or threatens the country and in case
of the terrorism frame, I used the coding question of whether immigration is good or bad
for the country in general. The results are very similar to the baseline results and in case of
the Islam frame, they are even stronger.
One of the difficulties of using statistical models to support claims of causal inference
about how news media reporting affects citizens’ attitudes concerns the problem of
reversed causality. News media are expected not only to report the news out there, but also
to give a voice to their readers’ views. Especially when the media measures are proxies for
the larger media environment, the picture becomes blurrier than in case of a laboratory
experiment. This cannot be entirely be avoided and some caution is needed when
interpreting the results. The preferred way of controlling for reversed causality, adding
a lagged dependent variable, is not feasible because of the individual level dependent
variable, which is not a true panel. To check for a possible reversed relationship, I measured
the same models without the weighted moving average (see specification D) and a lead of
one month of media attention to immigration and the frames (see specification E). In this
way, the respondents’ views on immigration are compared with the news a month after
the survey is conducted, instead of before. All the reversed models came out statistically
insignificant, which supports the notion that the media environment is affecting public
opinion more than the other way around. The results of the weighted moving average are
stronger than only the one-month lag. The specifications in which effects of the media
environment are modeled in such a way that the effect is the strongest in the same month,
before it slowly fades show the strongest results.
The models under F consider the absolute number of articles, instead of the relative
attention to the different immigration frames. The coefficients become very small, because
of the different scale, but the significance of the direct effects remain. The interaction
results do disappear. In general, it is preferred to take the relative attention in the media
environment, because issues can be overshadowed by others, even though the absolute
attention in the debate remains the same or increases. Finally, specification G uses the
ESS design and population weights. The models are sensitive for the implementation of
weights. It is unclear if weighting is helpful in multilevel regression models, or whether
it is actually causing bias or worse estimations. Although it shows the fragility of the
models, the non-weighted models are preferred.
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Table 3.3: Robustness tests
DV: Anti-immigrant attitude

(a)

(b)

(c)

A: Fixed effects				
Islam frame
.87*		
1.35
(.34)		
(.88)
Terrorism frame		
.72*		
		
(.30)		
Education level
-.28***
-.28***
-.28***
(.01)
(.01)
(.02)
Islam frame X Education level			
-.14
			
(.23)
Terrorism frame X Education level				
				
B: Conservative newspapers				
Islam frame
.55		
1.65**
(.34)		
(.63)
Terrorism frame		
.58		
		
(.37)		
Education level
-.29***
-.28***
-.27***
(.01)
(.01)
(.01)
Islam frame X Education level			
-.31*
			
(.15)
Terrorism frame X Education level				
				
C: Specific DVs				
Islam frame
.84***		
1.85*
(.20)		
(.92)
Terrorism frame		
.64†		
		
(.37)		
Education level
-.31***
-.26***
-.29***
(.01)
(.01)
(.02)
Islam frame X Education level			
-.30
			
(.25)
Terrorism frame X Education level				
				
D: No wma				
Islam frame
.34*		
.67
(.16)		
(.63)
Terrorism frame		
.24†		
		
(.15)		
Education level
-.29***
-.29***
-.28***
(.01)
(.01)
(.02)
Islam frame X Education level			
-.10
			
(.17)
Terrorism frame X Education level				
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(d)

1.34**
(.50)
-.27***
(.01)
-.18†
(.10)

.26
(.58)
-.29***
(.02)
.10
(.16)

1.44**
(.52)
-.23***
(.02)
-.24*
(.11)

.88***
(.26)
-.27***
(.01)
-.19**
(.06)

E: Leads				
Islam frame
-.22		
.37
(.18)		
(.61)
Terrorism frame		
-.15		
.41
		
(.16)		
(.40)
Education level
-.29***
-.29***
-.28***
-.27***
(.01)
(.01)
(.02)
(.01)
Islam frame X Education level			
-.17
			
(.15)
Terrorism frame X Education level				
-.17
				
(.10)
F: Absolute no. articles				
Islam frame
.01**		
.01
(.00)		
(.01)
Terrorism frame		
.01*		
		
(.00)		
Education level
-.29***
-.29***
-.28***
(.01)
(.01)
(.02)
Islam frame X Education level			
-.00
			
(.00)
Terrorism frame X Education level				
				

.02†
(.01)
-.28***
(.01)
-.00
(.00)

G: Weights				
Islam frame
-.02		
1.12†
(.24)		
(.62)
Terrorism frame		
-.13		
.28
		
(.22)		
(.50)
Education level
-.31***
-.31***
-.29***
-.30***
(.02)
(.02)
(.02)
(.02)
Islam frame X Education level			
-.32*
			
(.16)
Terrorism frame X Education level				
-.13
				
(0.12)
Note: All robustness tests are performed using the same models as the baseline with only the relevant and
mentioned difference. For efficiency reasons, only the relevant variables are shown. The full regression tables
of the robustness tests are available upon request.
† p < .1, * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001

In sum, the robustness test shows that the direct effects of emphasis on the Islam
and terrorism frames in the news environment are pretty robust for different ways of
modeling and measuring key variables. This is less the case for the interaction effects.
This means one should be even more cautions in interpreting the differences in effects
of the media environment for people with different education levels. Further research is
needed to determine if people with a different education level process information about
immigration differently.
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Conclusions
This study aimed to clarify the role of the media environment in the anti-immigrant
backlash in Europe in recent years, by empirically testing the ways in which attention to
immigration and the framing of immigration in the media environment affect attitudes
towards immigration of natives. This media environment is an important part of the
absorption of immigration in host societies with the ability to alter the perceptions of
immigrants and increasing or dampening the problematization of the issue. Contrary
to earlier research using the MIP question as dependent variable, the empirical analyses
do not support the notion that mere attention to immigration in the media environment
affects public opinion towards immigration, but increased attention to the Islam and
terrorism frame can invoke nativist resentment towards immigrants. This is mainly the
case for lower educated citizens, although this interaction result is not entirely conclusive.
These findings confirm similar trends across Europe, where previous research has
focused mainly on country case studies or two-country comparisons and did not always
distinguish separate frames relevant in the debate. Although the strength of this research
is the broad scope of the data, the European trends would be validated more strongly
if the analyses included one or more countries and more news outlets, both in terms of
political leaning and type of media (e.g., television news). Unfortunately, data availability
limitations rendered this impossible. Studying more countries and, in particular, more
news outlets within countries, would constitute major contributions to future research.
News media can create an information climate in which cultural and security related
immigration debates become more present, compared to other news issues, which
increases anti-immigrant sentiment, probably more among lower educated than higher
educated natives. These findings are in line with recent studies that emphasize the
importance of cultural and physical threat related frames in explaining anti-immigrant
sentiment (Lahav and Courtemanche 2012; Lundgren 2014). In their experiment, Enny
Das et al. (2009) found that news about terrorism can be powerful by reminding readers
of their own mortality. Media reports that stoke up negative emotions such as anxiety
and fear have the strongest impact on the way the public processes the news (Miller
2016). Although not very powerful, this can be a cue which increases prejudice against
out-groups. This research confirms this effect on an aggregate societal level and across
European countries.
The implications of associating immigration and fear-inducing issues in the media
environment is best illustrated by German chancellor Angela Merkel’s struggle with a
humanitarian, pro-immigrant policy during the recent refugee crisis. This policy has never
enjoyed wide support among the German public. In the months after the announcement
of the open-door policy towards Syrian refugees, Merkel’s approval ratings (Infratest
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dimap poll) dropped (Ehni 2015). The same months in which Merkel’s approval ratings
dropped were months when refugees were – sometimes rightly, sometimes wrongly –
linked to high-profile crimes or terrorism in the media, for instance the mass robbing,
threatening, and sexual harassment during New Year’s Eve in Cologne (in 2015-2016), the
July 2016 attack on a train, a mass shooting in Munich, a machete attack in Reutlingen,
and a suicide bomb in Ansbach, al in 2016 (Connolly 2016). Even in months when Merkel’s
approval ratings increased, approval of her handling of the refugee crisis remained low,
because this issue was still “the most present in the media and public debate,” according
to the public broadcaster ARD (Ehni 2016).
Future research should focus on the role of fear in the media when it comes to the issue of
immigration. How and under what circumstances does the debate on immigration turn
into an issue of security? It is also important to study the consequences of these effects
down the line, for instance on voting behavior, discrimination in society, or immigration
policy restrictiveness.
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